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ABSTRACT: Asia is experiencing a period of remarkable economic growth. In order for the lagging
provision of infrastructure to keep pace, each country in the region has been left little choice but to rely upon
private funding through PPP. In the field of energy, which accounts for around half of infrastructure demand,
the introduction of renewable energy sources marks an area of considerable activity in each country. In
particular, and in part due to the creation and operation of Feed-In-Tariff systems, there is currently a rush
among both domestic and foreign investors in the development of small-hydropower projects, due to their
capacity to provide a region with a stable base load power source.
This research will first provide an overview of the infrastructure market in Asia. The subject of the
research is then the field of energy, due to it comprising 50% of infrastructure demand, and in particular the
area of small-hydropower projects, which have been made a high policy priority in each country. Based upon
actual case studies of Japanese Civil Engineering Consulting Firm active in Asia, we will seek to collate the
risks and possible responses at each stage of the process - investigation, planning, design, EPC and O&M and to identify the roles that Japan Civil Engineering Consulting Firm should play in infrastructure PPP
projects in Asia, an area expected to show continued expansion into the future.
KEYWORDS: Japanese Civil Engineering Consulting Firm (Japanese CECF), Public-Private Partnership in
Infrastructure (PPPI), Small-hydropower project
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2. THE INFRASTRUCTURE MARKET IN
ASIA
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Fig. 1 Infrastructure Investment Demand in Asia by
Project Field (2010 - 2020)

however, each country is also becoming more active
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in the introduction of renewable sources of energy.
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management that will minimize these risks as much
as possible and turn such projects profitable, and

Small-hydropower projects are comprised of civil
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Fig.2 An Example Scheme of the Involvement of a Japanese CECF in a Small-hydropower Project
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Table1 Resources that CECF Should Possess (For

presented those roles in the scheme of a project.

Small-hydropower Projects)
Item
Talented
People
(Personnel)

Based on this, we then commented upon the roles

Elements
Personnel with the following management
skills and know-how
・Project creation & planning
・Project financing
・Project management (risk management,
contract management)
・Project operation

that Japanese CECF should play as PPPI projects
continue to expand across Asia.
In order to contribute to the spread and expansion
of PPPI projects in the future, the most important
issue is the continued development of the kind of

The following technologies for
investigation, planning, design, CM, EPC,
and O&M etc.
・Civil engineering and construction
technologies
・Electrical technology
・Mechanical technology

personal who can complete the roles outlined herein.

Capital
(Finance)

・The capital power to make an investment
・Capital acquisition abilities (information,
trust, persuasion)

Summary pp.1, 2011.

Information/
Personnel
Connections

・Securing of a local base
・Securing trustworthy local partners
・Securing complimentary partners
(domestic and overseas)

ADB: Infrastructure for a Seamless Asia，pp.167，

Products or
Services
(Technology)
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Furthermore,

indicating
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participation of Japanese CECF in order to avoid
these risks, we proposed their highly reliable

